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Abstract
Gross rental yields are an important ingredient when measuring the cost of owning
a property which is used by investors and policy makers to assess housing markets.
This paper develops a methodology to construct quality-adjusted, quantile-specific
gross rental yields to analyse an entire housing market and therefore combines an
adapted propensity score matching strategy with hedonic quantile regression techniques. The methodology is applied on a detailed data set of house transactions and
asking rents in Sydney between 2004 and 2014 and finds strong temporal variation
as well as decreasing rental yields over the distribution as expected from theoretical
considerations. JEL: R31, C14, C21
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Introduction

Aggregate gross rental yields,1 defined as the ratio of annual rent over sales price, are
important ingredients for investors to base their investment decision on as well as policy
makers to assess the state of housing markets. Investors eventually look at net rental yields
which equals gross rental yield minus costs such as maintenance costs or interest payments
to assess investment potential. Forward-looking present value models predict that low
current rental yields signal higher future capital gains as well as increasing rents and thus
attractive investment opportunities (see Clark, 1995; Capozza and Seguin, 1996).
Rental yields are furthermore used to detect disorders in housing markets. Aggregate
measures of rental yields may be used as an ingredient in the user cost formula for housing
(Poterba, 1992; Himmelberg et al., 2005). In equilibrium, the cost of owning, i.e., the user
cost, should equal the return on owning: the rent. As Fox and Tulip (2014) put it: “Given
the supply of housing is fixed in the short run, prices are determined by how much buyers
are willing to pay. Hence a comparison of the costs of home ownership with the costs of
the nearest alternative [i.e., rents] seems central to a measure of overvaluation.”
By rearranging the user cost formula and plugging in rental yields, it is possible to
measure expected capital gains (McCarthy and Peach, 2004; Fox and Tulip, 2014; Hill and
Syed, 2016), which may assist in the early detection of housing bubbles. Stiglitz (1990)
defines asset bubbles as follows: “[I]f the reason that the price is high today is only because
investors believe that the selling price is high tomorrow – when fundamental factors do not
seem to justify such a price – then a bubble exists.” Rapidly increasing expected capital
gains that are noticeably higher than long-term averages may hence indicate irrational
exuberance.
Whereas average rental yields are a good starting point to assess investment opportunities or the state of a housing market, they may however obscure important cross-sectional
variation. There are theoretical arguments why the ingredients in the user cost formula are
expected to vary across the distribution and hence in equilibrium such variation directly
translates into cross-sectional variation of rental yields. This paper therefore constructs
quantile-specific rental yields which allow this variation to be measured.
In general, there are two alternative ways to look at aggregate average rental yields
which also translate into two different ideas how to generalize the concept to quantilespecific rental yields. First, one may aim to calculate rental yields separately for individual
houses. As there are only few houses for which price and rent information is available, one
may choose to restrict the analysis on this sub-sample of observations or impute missing
prices or rents. One may finally obtain an aggregate measure of the average rental yield
by taking the average over all individual ratios. Quantile-specific rental yields would be
obtained by evaluating the distribution of rental yields at different quantile levels.
Second, one may think of an average rental yield as the ratio of an average annual
rent over an average sales price. This understanding seems to be very common among real
estate agents and investment advisers. A generalization of this concept may be to match
quantiles of the rent distribution to the same quantiles of the price distribution.
In this paper, I will follow the second approach as it is has some appealing advantages
in terms of interpretation: A rental yield for a high quantile level is associated with high
prices and high rents and vice versa. Such kind of interpretation is not possible for the first
approach where a high quantile level neither reflects a high price nor a high rent but only
1
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indicates a high ratio. When explaining quantile-specific rental yields through quantilespecific ingredients in the user cost formula the relationship between rental yields and the
price distribution is however essential.
Although the basic concept of a rental yield is straight-forward, there are crucial measurement challenges. Similar as to when constructing house price indices, it is important to
control for differences in house characteristics to compare like with like. In the house price
index literature such kind of quality-adjustment is usually obtained through repeat-sales
or hedonic methods. When constructing rental yields an additional dimension of qualityadjustment should be considered as there are not only quality-differences within houses
sold and within houses rented but also across houses sold and rented. For instance, houses
sold may be on average larger than houses rented thus biasing results.
Many papers construct rental yields by comparing rental indices with house price indices
(see Fu and Ng, 2001; Himmelberg et al., 2005; Gallin, 2008; Campbell et al., 2009; Duca
et al., 2011). Whereas such a procedure accounts for quality differences within sales and
within rents, it ignores quality differences across sales and rents. Furthermore, using indices
only allows changes in rental yields to be measured but not levels.
Alternatively, one may construct rental yields by taking the ratio of the average observed rent over the average observed sales price. Such kind of calculations ignore qualitydifferences and are often found on real estate agents or financial advisers websites. Davis
et al. (2008) calculate historic rental yields based on average sales prices and average imputed rents.
Hill and Syed (2016) use a hedonic imputation approach to account for quality-differences
in rental yields. If a house was sold but not rented they treat the rental price of this particular dwelling as missing and vice versa. They estimate separate hedonic models for the
rental and the sales data set and use these models to impute missing rental and sales prices.
Ultimately, they gain estimates for the rental and sales price for all dwellings in their data
set and calculate dwelling-specific quality-adjusted price-to-rent ratios. They calculate the
median over all these ratios to obtain an aggregate measure.
Fox and Tulip (2014) use a data set that consists of observed or imputed rent and sales
prices for identical dwellings and construct average rental yields based on them. Imputations rely on hedonic methods or on extrapolated prices using price and rent indices.
Bracke (2015) adapts the repeat-sales idea and restricts the sample to those dwellings
having been sold and rented within a short period of time. Bracke hence uses an exact
matching procedure to create the sample on which he performs his analysis. Smith and
Smith (2006) also use a matching approach but allow next to exact matches also pairs of
observations that are though not identical but similar in their characteristics. Both Bracke
and Smith and Smith use conservative matching approaches which come at the cost of
strikingly small sample sizes that may be subject to sample selection bias. In the case of
Smith and Smith, samples consist of 100 observations only.
This paper contributes to the yet very sparse literature on measurement issues related to
rental yields and is the first to develop a method to measure quality-adjusted rental yields
cross-sectionally. The method combines quantile regression techniques and propensity score
matching and is applied to sales and rent data from Sydney, Australia, between 2004 and
2014. Such comprehensive data on rents are very rare which probably at least partly
explains the gap in the literature on techniques to accurately measure rental yields.
As predicted by theory, rental yields are consistently downwards-sloping when moving
from the low end of the market to the top end. Refraining from quality-adjustment led to an
3

average bias of roughly -2%. Even more importantly, this paper is the first one to document
a systematic sample selection bias when relying on houses that are sold and rented within
a short period of time which is conceptually similar to the well-known Akerlof-type lemons
bias in repeat-sales indices (see Clapp and Giaccotto, 1992; Wallace and Meese, 1997; Steele
and Goy, 1997). In this study, such a procedure introduced an average systematic sample
selection bias in the range 6% to 8%.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the user cost
formula and derives expectations about cross-sectional variation in rental yields. Section 3
develops the methodology to construct quantile-specific and quality-adjusted rental yields.
The methodology consists of two steps that deal separately with the across and within
quality mismatch. Section 4 performs the empirical application. After describing the data
set, the empirical results are presented. Finally, section 5 concludes.

2

Expectations about cross-sectional variation

Poterba (1992) and Himmelberg et al. (2005) argue that in equilibrium the expected annual
cost of owning should equal the annual cost of renting and hence compare
[...] the value of living in [a] property for a year – the ‘imputed rent’, or what
it would have cost to rent an equivalent property – with the lost income that
one would have received if the owner had invested the capital in an alternative
investment – the ‘opportunity cost of capital’. This comparison should take
into account differences in risk, tax benefits from owner-occupancy, property
taxes, maintenance expenses, and any anticipated capital gains from owning
the home (Himmelberg et al., 2005, page 74).
They hence equate
R t = Pt u t ,

(1)

where Rt denotes the annual rent in period t and Pt the house price in period t. Pt ut is
called the user cost of housing and ut alone the per dollar user cost defined as
ut = rt + ωt + δt + γt − gt+1 .
Thereby, rt denotes an appropriate interest rate, ωt running average transaction costs
including taxes, δt the depreciation rate or maintenance costs, γt an additional risk premium
compensating home owners for the higher risk of owning a property as opposed to renting
and gt+1 the expected capital gain during the period. All these factors are given as fractions
of the house price Pt and are specific for period t.2
The equilibrium condition (1) relates the annual rent to the house price. Hence, Rt
and Pt may describe an average price per period but also any other specific point of the
price distributions. In fact, stating that the entire housing market is in equilibrium must
require the equilibrium condition be fulfilled for the entire distribution, i.e., for all quantiles.
2

There is some debate whether γ should be included into the user cost (see Fox and Tulip, 2014) as it
is not clear whether owning or renting is more risky. Rosen et al. (1984) argue that when estimating the
user cost, one obtains a measure of the ex post cost of owner-occupation for a period. Tenure decisions
are however based upon the expected costs which include uncertainty that should be accounted for. It is a
challenging task to measure u accurately which is however not the focus of this paper.
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Thus, the equilibrium condition may not be formulated as one single equation but rather
represents an infinite set of equations
Rt (ϑ) = Pt (ϑ)ut (ϑ)
for all ϑ ∈ (0, 1) where each ϑ denotes a specific quantile level.
Prices as well as rents naturally vary with ϑ. But there are also good reasons why one
would expect the per dollar user cost to vary cross-sectionally and the equilibrium condition
to be violated in certain price segments. I will explain reasons for both types of deviations
starting with the cross-sectional variation of the user cost. Hill and Syed (2016) give an
extensive list of arguments together with empirical evidence which the following is based
on.
First, maintenance costs as a fraction of house prices δt are likely to be lower for highpriced dwellings. Diewert et al. (2015) argue that a house price is actually a composite
price for the structure and the land the structure is built on. More expensive dwellings tend
to have a higher share of land and since land in contrast to structure does not depreciate,
maintenance costs are expected to be lower for expensive dwellings. Bracke (2015) points
out that dwellings with higher utilization rates, i.e., more people per square meter, have
higher maintenance costs. It is plausible that utilization rates – and hence depreciation
rates – are higher at the low-end of the market.
Second, the risk premium γt may be higher at the low-end of the distribution as homeownership may be more risky for low-income households (see Peng and Thibodeau, 2013).
There is some evidence that houses belonging to a low price segment react stronger to an
overall boom-bust cycle (see for instance Guerrieri et al., 2013; Waltl, 2015).
Third, low-income households may face higher costs of borrowing and hence higher
interest rates rt thus pushing up the user cost at the low-end of the housing market.
When it comes to transaction costs and expected capital gains, the direction of crosssectional differences is not so clear. Diewert et al. (2015) mention that property tax rates
which are part of the term ωt are often different on the land and structures components of
a property. As mentioned above, the share of land in a house price is likely to be larger at
the high-end. However, some taxes are applicable only for properties worth more than a
certain threshold.
Likewise there is probably no clear answer whether expected capital gains increase or
decrease over the price distribution. Hill and Syed (2016) provide some evidence that they
are higher at the high-end but claim that this might hold true only in the long run.
∂
ut (ϑ) < 0.
All in all, one hence expects the user cost to be decreasing with ϑ, i.e., ∂ϑ
Above that, the equilibrium condition is likely to be violated at the very top as well
as the very low end of the market: Owners of expensive properties may be more selective
on renters as they wish to find reliable renters that will maintain the dwelling properly
and Diewert et al. (2009) argues that rents may hence be offered at a discount. Bracke
(2015) finds that the duration of tenancies tends to be longer at the top-end of the market
and Larsen and Sommervoll (2009) find evidence to suggest that rent discounts accrue to
long-term tenants.
In contrast, at the low-end of the market – the market of interest for low-income households – there may be a higher demand for rental objects. Some low-income households may
wish to buy but are not able to get a large enough mortgage and are hence unintentionally
forced into the rental market. Such excess demand would push up rents and thus lower
rental yield in this segment.
5

The latter two arguments thus suggest that the equilibrium condition is violated in the
following way

Rt (ϑ)

≥ ut (ϑ), low ϑ,

Pt (ϑ)


 R (ϑ)
t
= ut (ϑ), average ϑ,
Pt (ϑ)


Rt (ϑ)


 Pt (ϑ) ≤ ut (ϑ), high ϑ.

As a consequence of all these arguments, rental yields are hence expected to be downwardssloping when moving from the low end of the distribution to the top end. I will test this
expectation in the empirical section (section 4).

3

Quality-mismatch: A twofold problem

In the house price index literature, it is known that comparing house prices and rents without controlling for quality differences introduces strongly biased results. When constructing
house price indices, this problem – the within quality-mismatch – is mainly addressed by applying either hedonic or repeat-sales techniques. Hedonic methods assume that house prices
are composed of a list of shadow prices associated with housing characteristics. Changes in
prices net of these shadow prices over time are used to construct price indices. Repeat-sales
methods restrict the analysis to dwellings sold multiple times to exclude quality differences.
When constructing rental yields an additional dimension of quality-mismatch – the
across quality-mismatch – emerges as the distribution of characteristics tend to be different
across rental and sales observations. In the empirical section of this paper it is shown that
for the Sydney data houses rented tend to have smaller land areas, less bed- and bathrooms
and are located closer to the city center than houses sold.

3.1

Addressing across quality-mismatch: Matching

Exact matching (i.e., relying on repeated sales) has a long tradition in the construction
of house price indices. However, several studies found evidence of an Akerlof-type lemons
bias. Houses sold and rented within a short period of time may not be lemons but they are
hardly a random sub-sample drawn from the population of all dwellings currently on the
market and relying one these observations only may hence induce a sample selection bias.
If for instance a house is bought to let, the well-informed buyer would rather try to buy a
house that fits the demand in the rental market in terms of characteristics and location.
Owner-occupiers buy for themselves and may hence demand different types of houses. I use
several methods to test for a sample selection bias for the Sydney data, which thoroughly
confirm the existence of such a bias. Results are reported in subsection 4.5.
Moving from exact matching to a less strict matching strategy may reduce the impact
of a sample selection bias as a much greater share of observations is used as well as the
impact of quality differences as houses similar in their characteristics are compared. Such
matching strategies have, however, yet been rarely used in housing contexts.3
3

McMillen (2012) and Guo et al. (2014) develop matching estimators to construct house price indices
and apply them to house sales in Chicago, Illinois, USA, and new home sales in Chengdu, Sichuan Province,
China, respectively. Deng et al. (2012) apply such a matching estimator to house sales in Singapore.
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Ho et al. (2007) and McMillen (2012) point out that matching is also an appropriate data
preprocessing technique that reduces noise arising from a changing mix of characteristics.
Additionally, matching reduces sensitivity towards outliers and makes results less sensitive
towards model specification. Here, I use a combination of exact (i.e., matching houses that
were sold and rented) and close matching (i.e., matching houses that are similar in their
characteristics) to address the across quality-mismatch problem. Matching is performed
as a data-preprocessing step before hedonic models are applied which control for within
quality-mismatch as described in subsection 3.2.
In general, there is no right matching procedure. Matching performance can be checked
directly by analysing the balance of house characteristics across matched samples. Hence,
several matching procedures may be tried out and one should choose the approach that
yields the best balance. Ho et al. (2007, page 216) state that
[t]rying different matching methods is not like trying different models, some of
which are right and some wrong, since balance provides a reasonably straightforward objective function to maximize and choose matching solutions. [...]
one should try as many matching solutions as possible and choose the one with
the best balance as the final preprocessed data set. [...] matching solutions
with suboptimal balance are in fact irrelevant and should play no part in our
ultimate inferences.
All procedures that analyse covariates only to find similar observations are eligible matching
strategies. It is important to note that the analysis has to be done independently of the
response variable, i.e., the sales or rental price, to guarantee unbiased results.
A commonly used matching procedure is propensity score matching (PSM)4 which summarises all covariates with a single number – the propensity score. Similar propensity scores
indicate a similar set of covariates. Propensity scores are obtained by regressing a dummy
variable indicating whether the dwelling was sold or rented on the vector of house characteristics using a probit or logit link function. Here, I use a logit link function.5 The
logit model is evaluated for each observation in the rental and sales data set yielding a
specific propensity score for each observation. Then, an observation from the rental data
set is drawn randomly and matched to an observation with most similar propensity score,
which is called nearest neighbour matching. In case there are more possible matches with
identical propensity scores, the matched observation is chosen randomly. The matching
is done separately for each period. Before applying PSM, covariates are checked whether
they fall outside the common support and are discarded in this case.6
In this paper, PSM is the core element of the matching strategy. Since PSM can be
performed on observed house characteristics only, omitted variables may play a role. The
list of possibly important house characteristics is endless and it is practically impossible
to obtain all the characteristics that may affect house prices or rents. For instance, the
specific layout of rooms most probably determines part of the price or rent but it is almost
impossible to measure it in a processable way. Therefore, I include two additional steps
that help to reduce such influences.
4

See Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983).
A robustness check finds that for the data used in this paper probit models yield very similar but
slightly worse results in terms of balance. A distance measure based on the Mahalanobis distance was also
tried. Results are again similar but slightly worse.
6
The PSM is conducted using the R package MatchIt by Ho et al. (2011).
5
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Procedure 1: Matching strategy.
Let T be the number of periods, L the number of regions and rent a dummy
variable indicating the type of transaction.
For each period t perform the following steps:
1
Generate sub-samples Stall and Rtall consisting of all sales and rental observations
in period t;
2
Filter all observations that appear in Stall and Rtall , i.e., identify all exact matches
yielding exact matches samples Ste and Rte ;
3
Stratify the remaining observations St = Stall \ Ste and Rt = Rtall \ Rte by regions
yielding 2 · L stratified samples Stl and Rtl , l = 1 . . . , L;
For each region l perform the following steps:
4
Estimate logit models for structural covariates xtl belonging to observations
in Stl ∪ Rtl
logit(rentt |xtl ) = xtl βtl
and calculate propensity scores πtlr for the rental observations in Rtl and πtls
for the sales observations in Stl ;
Perform nearest neighbour PSM with random ordering to obtain matched
samples Rtl∗ and Stl∗ ;

S

S
L
L
∗
e
h
∗
e
h
Combine matched samples Rt = Rt ∪
l=1 Stl .
l=1 Rtl and St = St ∪

5
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Procedure 1 summarises the matching strategy. First, I identify all dwellings that were
sold and rented in the same period and include these exact matches in the final sample
(steps 1 and 2). The Sydney data set provides a unique identifier for each house which is
used to filter exact matches. Further matching is performed on all observations that are
not exact matches. As a fraction of all matched observations is of equal quality and is thus
not at all affected by omitted variables, the potential of an overall omitted variables bias
is reduced.
Location is the most important price-determining factor. Hence, good matching results
are particularly important for locational characteristics. Ho et al. (2007) recommend to
treat covariates differently if they are known to be of distinct importance. Therefore, I
stratify all observations geographically by creating sub-samples of observations belonging
to the same region (step 3).7 PSM is then performed on the stratified samples using only
structural characteristics8 in the logit model (steps 4 and 5). Neighbourhoods tend to
develop at the same time which yields structures of similar quality within short distances.
The stratified PSM searches for houses with similar observed characteristics within each
region. As houses within a region tend to be of similar quality, this approach yields in
fact houses of similar observed and unobserved characteristics and thus a potential omitted
variables bias is further reduced.
Ultimately, exact and matched pairs are included into the final samples denoted by
7

Residex, an Australian provider of property information, divides Sydney into 16 regions: Campbelltown, Canterbury-Bankstown, Cronulla-Sutherland, Eastern Suburbs, Fairfield-Liverpool, Inner Sydney,
Inner West, Lower North Shore, Manly-Warringah, Mosman-Cremome, North Western, Parramatta Hills,
Penrith-Windsor, St Georges, Upper North Shore and Western Suburbs.
8
In the logit model, the number of bed- and bathrooms is treated as metric variable rather than
categorical allowing comparisons across categories, e.g., a house with one bedroom is more similar to a
house with two bedrooms than to a house with three bedrooms.
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Rth and Sth which I refer to as hybrid matches samples (step 6). Samples including exact
matches only are denoted by Rte and Ste and the original data sets, i.e., the full samples, by
Rtall and Stall . Note that generally #Rtall 6= #Stall , whereas per construction #Rte = #Ste
and #Rth = #Sth .9

3.2

Addressing within quality-mismatch: Marginal densities

Hedonic methods are widely used to address quality differences within observations when
modelling house prices. The observed price is written as a function of house characteristics
whose associated parameters are interpreted as shadow prices. Here, I estimate hedonic
equations using quantile regression models which allows different conditional quantiles, i.e.,
points in the price or rent distribution conditional on house characteristics, to be estimated.
I use these conditional quantiles to construct samples from the marginal rental and sales
price distribution net of quality differences.10
Let n be the number of observations, x ∈ Rn×d a matrix of the values of d house
characteristics including an intercept, p = (p1 , . . . , pn )> a vector of observed rental or
sales prices and β = (β1 , . . . , βd )> a vector of unknown shadow prices associated with the
d characteristics. A standard hedonic semi-log model11 estimates the conditional mean
function
E(log p|x) = xβ.
Quantile regression allows the same model to be estimated at different points of the price
or rent distribution, i.e., for different quantile levels ϑ ∈ (0, 1)
Qϑ (log p|x) = xβ(ϑ),
where
−1
Qϑ (log p|x) := Flog
p|x (ϑ) = inf{z ∈ R|Flog p|x (z) ≥ ϑ}

denotes the ϑth quantile of the conditional distribution log p|x with cumulative distribution
function Flog p|x (·).
For each quantile level quantile-specific shadow prices β̂(ϑ) are estimated. Implicitly,
hedonic quantile regression models hence assume that buyers or renters value certain characteristics differently across the distribution which is a beneficial feature.
Predicted house prices or rents for houses with characteristics x are obtained by


p̂(ϑ|x) = exp xβ̂(ϑ) .
These predictions are per construction conditional on house characteristics. Put differently,
quantile regression delivers a sample from the conditional distribution f (p|x) but one is
9

The symbol # denotes the cardinality of each set.
Quantile regression models date back to Koenker and Bassett Jr (1978) but have yet been rarely applied
in housing contexts (see Waltl, 2015, for a literature review). McMillen (2008) applies a similar technique
as used here to analyse temporal changes in house price distributions.
11
The semi-log functional form is the standard specification of hedonic models in housing contexts.
Predicting prices requires a back-transformation to the original scale. In case of a standard linear model,
this requires a reliable estimate of the variance to gain an estimate of the conditional mean (see Kennedy,
1981; Waltl, 2016). For quantiles, this back-transformation is straight-forward as Qϑ (log p|x) = log Qϑ (p|x)
which implies Qϑ (p|x) = exp (Qϑ (log p|x)), i.e., predicted prices are obtained by just taking the exponent.
This is not possible for linear models since E(log p|x) 6= log E(p|x).
10
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more interested in a sample from the marginal distribution f (p). These two densities are
related to each other via
Z
Z
f (p) = f (p|x)f (x)x. = f (p|x)F(x)
(2)
. .

To obtain quality-adjusted distributions, effects of house characteristics have to be integrated out.
Machado and Mata (2005) give an intuitive algorithm that computes a sample from
a marginal distribution from quantile regression models, i.e., a procedure to numerically
integrate out the effects of covariates following formula (2). Procedure 2 summarises the
algorithm adapted to suit this particular case. Quantile regression models are estimated for
randomly drawn quantile-levels (steps 1 and 2) which – as a consequence of the inverse probability integral transformation – construct the conditional distribution f (log p|x). House
characteristics are integrated out by re-sampling from the covariates distribution (step 3)
and evaluating the quantile regression models for these randomly drawn sets of characteristics (step 4). Taking exponents of the resulting predictions ultimately yields a random
sample from the marginal distribution f (p).
Procedure 2: Calculating samples from the marginal price distribution.
Let T be the number of periods, pr rental and ps sales prices.
1 Generate a random sample from U (0, 1) of size J: ϑ1 , . . . , ϑJ ;
For each period t perform the following steps:
2
For each quantile level ϑj estimate quantile regression models separately for the
rental and sales data set
Qrϑj (log prt |xrt ) = xrt βtr (ϑj ) and Qsϑj (log pst |xst ) = xst βts (ϑj )

3

4



yielding J sets of coefficients β̂tr (ϑj )> , β̂ts (ϑj )> ;

Generate a random sample of size J with replacement from the rows of the rental
s
s∗
covariates xrt denoted by xr∗
jt and the sales covariates xt denoted by xjt for
j = 1, . . . , J;
Predict prices for the re-sampled covariates to obtain




r
s∗ s
exp xr∗
β̂
(ϑ
)
and
exp
x
β̂
(ϑ
)
j
j
jt t
jt t
for j = 1, . . . , J which form random samples from ft (pr ) and ft (ps ).

From these samples one obtains quantile-specific, quality-adjusted transaction prices
and rents by calculating a series of empirical quantiles for a narrowly spaced sequence
{ϑ1 , . . . , ϑK } of quantile levels yielding
{p̂r (ϑ1 ), . . . , p̂r (ϑK )}

and

{p̂s (ϑ1 ), . . . , p̂s (ϑK )}

which are eventually used to construct quantile-specific, quality-adjusted rental yields12
p̂r (ϑ1 )
p̂r (ϑK )
,
.
.
.
,
.
p̂s (ϑ1 )
p̂s (ϑK )
12

Note that for rental yields the annual rent is compared to the transaction price. Usually, rents are
paid in monthly or weekly instalments and must therefore be multiplied by 12 or 52, respectively.
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Constructing marginal densities from quantile regression models has some distinct advantages. First, the approach directly yields ratios for a list of quantiles and thus provides
a more complete picture of the interaction of rental and housing markets. Second, as a
by-product one obtains samples from the marginal rent and price distribution which allows
changes in the distribution – changes in means, medians, quantiles, variances, etc. – to be
analysed. Finally, the marginal densities approach relies on hedonic equations which are a
widely-used and accepted concept for modelling prices in the housing literature.
There are two main disadvantages. First, a large number of models have to be estimated
to gain stable results.13 Depending on the complexity of the hedonic models and the number
of observations per period this may be a challenging task. Second, as with all hedonic
approaches, the marginal densities approach may be prone to an omitted variables bias.
The marginal densities method integrates out the effects of observed characteristics but fails
to adjust prices for unobserved characteristics. Put differently, one observes prices from the
distribution f (p|x, z), where x denotes observed and z unobserved house characteristics, and
the marginal densities approach generates samples from f (p|z). If x and z are independent,
one obtains
R
R
f (p, x, z)x.
f (p|x, z)f (x, z)x.
f (p, z)
=
=
f (p|z) =
f (z)
f (z)
f (z)
Z
= f (p|x, z)F(x)
. .
If the list of observed variables includes the most important price-determining characteristics, omitted variables are less important. Generally, the marginal densities approach
reduces within quality differences but probably cannot totally eliminate them.

3.3

The marginal densities matching approach

The matching strategy proposed in subsection 3.1 addresses across quality-mismatch and
the marginal densities approach described in subsection 3.2 within quality-mismatch. Combining these two procedures yields the marginal densities matching (MDM) approach,
which fundamentally controls for quality-mismatch of both types.
Both, the matching and marginal densities approach, may however also be applied
independently of each other or one may rely on exact matches rather than hybrid matches.
Using exact matches naturally eliminates across quality-mismatch but may be prone to
within quality-mismatch and most importantly sample selection bias. Relying on the full
sample in combination with the marginal densities approach may reduce within qualitymismatch but does not address across quality-mismatch.
Table 1 summarises all possible combinations of the methods discussed in the previous
sections and indicates which approach may be subject to which error type. The MDM
approach turns out to find an ideal compromise between all possible error sources and is
hence the recommended method.
13

Here, I use J = 1, 000 which implies in total the estimation of 2, 000 · T models, where T denotes the
number of periods.
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Table 1: Error types.
Method applied
Matching Marginal
densities
Exact unadjusted
Exact adjusted
Hybrid unadjusted
MDM
Full unadjusted
Full adjusted

exact
exact
hybrid
hybrid
no
no

no
yes
no
yes
no
yes

Error source
Within
Across
Sample
qualityquality- selection
mismatch mismatch
bias
3
7
3
∼
7
3
3
∼
7
∼
∼
7
3
3
7
∼
3
7

Note: The table summarises all possible combinations of the marginal densities approach and matching
procedures. If the marginal densities approach is applied, the method is called adjusted and otherwise
unadjusted. Exact, hybrid and full refer to the data set (and hence the type of matching) which the
analysis is based on. Using this terminology, the MDM approach may also be labelled hybrid adjusted. All
approaches may be subject to within quality-mismatch, across quality-mismatch and sample selection bias.
The symbol 3 indicates that the approach is subject to a bias, 7 that it is not subject to a bias and ∼
that a bias may not be totally eliminated but definitely reduced.

4

Empirical application

4.1

Data

For the empirical analysis, I use a data set created by Australian Property Monitors14
which includes sales and rental observations for Sydney, Australia, between 2004 and 2014.
In the sales data set, the exact transaction date as well as the sales price in AUD is
included. The rental data set includes weekly asking rents collected from newspapers and
web advertisements and the publishing date. Usually, there is little bargaining with rents
indicating that asking rents are expected to reflect the market well.
Both data sets include the exact address of the property which was geo-coded to obtain
exact longitudes and latitudes. Additionally, there is the number of bedrooms, the number
of bathrooms and land area in square meters. Data has been restricted to observations
with land areas less than 5, 000m2 , and with a maximum of six bed- or bathrooms. Above
that, observations are only included if they fall into a rectangle spanned by longitudes and
latitudes that covers the greater Sydney area. Longitudes lie within [150.60, 151.35] and
latitudes within [−34.20, −33.40]. Observations without price or rent information as well
as observations lacking address information are excluded. Obvious erroneous observations
(e.g., a house price of 1 AUD) are eliminated. Altogether there are 341,202 complete
sales and 311,674 complete rental observations. Table 4 in Appendix A provides summary
statistics and Appendix A also reports the PSM results.
14

See http://apm.com.au in order to obtain access to their data sets.
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4.2

Reconstruction strategy

In the sales data set 75.4% and in the rental data set 93.7% of all observations are completely
observed, i.e., all characteristics are available. Some properties appear more than once in
the data sets as they are sold and rented or sold (rented) multiple times. It is possible to
use these repeated observations to reconstruct some incomplete observations.15
The reconstruction algorithm consists of three steps: Missing observations are, if possible, refilled separately first within the sales and second within the rental data set. In the
third step, the sales and rental observations are pooled and the reconstruction algorithm
is applied on the pooled sample.
A missing characteristic is refilled using information of a completely observed observation of the same property, subject to certain constraints. First, if there are several
completely observed values, the algorithm checks whether the observed values differ and
refills only if the same value is observed all the times. For instance, if a dwelling appears
three times in the data set and a characteristic is completely observed two out of three
times, refilling is permitted only when the same value is observed for both complete observations. Second, if a dwelling appears twice within a period of six months, this may be
a signal for renovations. Repeat-sales indices usually discard such observations from their
calculations for this very reason.
The reconstruction is successful: The share of complete observations in the sales data
set is increased from 75.4% to 79.9% and in the rental data set from 93.7% to 94.4%.
The empirical analysis is then performed on all completely observed or successfully refilled
observations.

4.3

Hedonic models

The MDM approach requires the estimation of hedonic models for various quantile levels.
All models are of the structure
log p ∼ β0 + β1 log(area) +

6
X
j=2

βjbed 1{j} (bed) +

4
X
j=2

βjbath 1{j} (bath) + f (long, lat)

and are estimated semester-wise.16 There is only a small number of observations with five
or six bathrooms. Therefore, the categories four, five and six bathrooms are merged to a
single category.
A dwelling’s particular location is a crucial price-determining characteristic and it is
hence most important to model locational effects precisely. Location compromises a huge
variety of effects such as for instance crime rates, air pollution and distance to amenities
such as parks, schools, hospitals or public transportation. A geo-spatial spline f (long, lat)
defined on exact longitudes and latitudes smoothly links neighbouring dwellings.17 The
15

The algorithm applied in this paper is similar as in Waltl (2015, 2016) but extended to cross-refilling
between sales and rental observations. In contrast to Waltl (2015, 2016), the reconstruction algorithm is
not only applied to the number of bed- and bathrooms but also to the variable land area and there is no
price restriction as this is not meaningful when comparing rents and sales prices.
16
In this paper, I call the period between January and June as the first and between July and December
as the second semester of a particular year. In general, results are more precise when using shorter time
periods. However, the rental data used in this paper does not allow shorter periods than semesters.
17
Using geo-spatial splines has been suggested by Hill and Scholz (2014) for hedonic imputation house
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spline ultimately leads to a precise price map (see Figure 8 in Appendix B) that models
locational variation across the city.
The MDM approach implicitly assumes that renters and buyers value house characteristics differently as models are estimated separately for rental and sales observations.18
Heterogeneous preferences are plausible for various reasons and also supported by estimated shadow prices in this paper (see Appendix B): For instance, someone might choose
to rent because she expects to stay in the house only temporarily. Hence, she might be
more willing to enter compromises when it comes to the quality of the structure or location.
However, also the reverse scenario is plausible: A homebuyer may be more willing to invest
into renovation and is hence more likely to accept a lower quality structure. Renters in
contrast may not be able to “reap the full benefits of improvements they make to the property inside and out.”, as Smith and Smith (2006) argue. Renters and buyers may represent
different age and income groups, which on average have different preferences.
The MDM approach constructs quantile-specific shadow prices thus allowing an additional dimension of heterogeneity in preferences. Quantiles refer to house prices and rents,
respectively, and hence are expected to be linked to the income or wealth distribution.
Households choosing very expensive houses tend to be wealthier than households looking
for cheaper ones and it is plausible that households do not value house characteristics
uniformly across the income or wealth distribution.

4.4

Rental yields

Estimated rental yields vary strongly over time and cross-sectionally. Figure 1 shows rental
yields as a function of quantile levels for three selected periods and as a function of time
for three selected quantile levels.19
As discussed in section 2, theory suggests declining rental yields when moving from the
low end of the distribution to the top end. This pattern is formally tested using a simple
linear regression model:
R̂t (ϑ)
= αt + βt · ϑ + εt ,
P̂t (ϑ)
(ϑ)
where R̂P̂ t(ϑ)
denotes the estimated quantile-specific rental yield, ϑ the respective quantilet
level and εt an independently and normally distributed error term. This regression is

price indices and adapted for hedonic quantile imputation house price indices by Waltl (2015). As in Waltl
(2015), I use penalized quantile regression together with the triogram method developed by Hansen et al.
(1998) and Koenker and Mizera (2004) to estimate quantile-specific geo-spatial splines.
18
Homogeneous tastes across renters and buyers may be estimated using a single model for price and
rent observations. The common price variable p equals the sales price if the respective house was sold and
otherwise the annual rent. The dummy variable rent indicates the type of observation: If the house was
sold rent = 0 and if it was rented rent = 1. A hedonic model that regresses log p on house characteristics
x and the dummy variable rent, log p ∼ xβ + δ · rent, directly generates quality-adjusted rental yields:
R̂
P̂

=

exp(xβ̂ + δ̂)
exp(xβ̂)

= exp(δ̂).

Whereas R̂ and P̂ are generally unbiased when using quantile regression, this holds true for OLS regression
only in the case of homoscedastic errors.
19
Appendix C provides more empirical results including a table reporting rental yields per period for the
first, second (median) and third quartile (Table 6) and a figure summarising all results simultaneously in
a three-dimensional surface plot spanned by time and quantiles (Figure 9).
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Figure 1: Quantile-specific rental yields over time.

Note: Panel (a) shows MDM rental yields as a function of quantile levels for three semesters. Panel (b)
shows rental yields over time for three quantile levels.

run separately for each semester. Estimated slope parameters β̂t are significantly negative
(H0 : βt = 0 versus H1 : βt < 0 using a one-sided t-test) in all semesters thus confirming
the hypothesis of decreasing rental yields.
The temporal development of rental yields may be split into three periods: Between
2004 and 2009 rental yields are increasing. 2004 constitutes the peak of a great housing
boom in Sydney. Until the end of 2008, there are only minor price changes in the market as
seen in the quarterly house price index for Sydney constructed by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics (see Figure 2). Between 2009 and the first half of 2013, rental yields are relatively
stable before they rapidly decrease thereafter. This decrease in rental yields coincides with
a dramatic upswing in house prices as seen in Figure 2.

4.5

Sample selection bias

Relying on exact matches, i.e., houses sold and rented within the same period, may introduce a sample selection bias similar to the well-known Akerlof-type lemons bias in repeatsales indices. In the Syndey data set, median rents calculated from exact matches are
higher than in the overall sample whereas median prices are lower (see Table 4).20 This
implies that the rental yield may be pushed up by both the numerator and denominator
and gives a first hint for a systematically positive sample selection bias.
I will test for a sample selection bias more formally in two ways. First, I directly take
advantage of the MDM methodology developed in this paper. As seen in Table 1, a sample
selection bias may be estimated when comparing median rental yields calculated according
to the MDM approach with median rental yields that are based on quality-adjusted exact
20

Bracke (2015) uses exact matches to analyse rental yields in London, UK. For this data set too, median
rents are higher and median sales prices lower when relying on exact matches only.
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Figure 2: House price index for Sydney.

Note: The figure plots a quarterly house price index based on stratification methods constructed by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics.

matches (referred to by exact adjusted in the table and by the superscript EA in the formula
below). The bias is approximated21 by

T 
1X
rental yield(ϑ = 0.5)EA
t
100 ·
− 1 = 8.11%.
DM
T t=1 rental yield(ϑ = 0.5)M
t
The average bias as well as all but three period-specific biases are positive indicating that
rental yields calculated from exact matches only are likely to be systematically upwards
biased. The largest period-specific bias is equal to 20.70% and found in S1:2013.
Alternatively, one may approximate the bias by estimating hedonic models including a
dummy variable labelled exact which indicates whether a specific transaction was an exact
match (exact = 1) or not (exact = 0). I hence estimate the following models separately for
the sales and rental data:22
log ps,r ∼ δ s,r · exact + Xβ,
whereas X denotes a matrix of house characteristics including a locational spline and
structural characteristics and ps,r either the sales or rental price. I estimate these models
21

As the MDM approach does not eliminate across and within quality-mismatch biases but only reduces
them, the result here is an approximation.
22
The regressions are estimated on the hybrid matches sample to guarantee comparability to the calculations above.
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using penalized quantile regression to obtain an estimate for the median.23
The exponent of the estimated coefficients δ̂ s and δ̂ r may be used to measure the magnitude of the sample selection bias.Let R denote the median annual rent and P the median
sales price representing the entire market. For exact matches the rental yield is expected
to be biased following
R · exp(δ r )
= rental yield · exp(δ r − δ s ) .
{z
}
|
P · exp(δ s )
bias term

Insignificant estimates for δ r and δ s would indicate that exact matches are a perfect
sub-sample of the overall set of observations. The coefficients δ̂tr are significantly different
from zero at the 0.01-level in all but one period and consistently positive. The coefficients
δ̂ts are significant in 11 out of 22 periods at the 0.01-level and in all but one period negative.
To estimate the average bias, I take the mean over all period-wise estimated biases:
T

1 X
exp(δ̂tr − δ̂ts ) − 1 = 5.61%,
T t=1

which is very close to the bias estimated from MDM rental yields directly.
Almost all δ̂tr are significant whereas just half of all δ̂ts are. This indicates that it is
rather distortion in the rent that pushes the sample selection bias than distortion in sales
prices.
Sample selection biases may not be restricted to median rental yield but probably
also affect other quantiles. The methods described above may directly be extended to
a quantile-specific measure of sample selection bias.24 Also quantile-specific rental yields
based on exact matches only are found to be severely and systematically upwards biased.
The magnitudes differ more strongly across the two proposed methods but range between
5.48% and 8.96%. Table 7 in Appendix C reports more results.

4.6

Comparison to alternative methods

The MDM approach is designed to construct aggregate quality-adjusted and quantilespecific rental yields. To measure the success of quality-adjustment, I compare the MDM
results to rental yields calculated from empirical quantiles without any control of quality differences (this method is referred to by full unadjusted in Table 1 and by F U in
the formula below) in a similar way as in the calculation of the sample selection bias in
subsection 4.5:

  −1.86%, ϑ = 0.25,
T 
FU
X
1
rental yield(ϑ)t
−1.76%, ϑ = 0.5,
−1 =
100 ·
DM

T t=1 rental yield(ϑ)M
t
−0.67%, ϑ = 0.75.

On average, the bias resulting from neglecting quality-control is negative. However, it
is not clear whether this is a systematic bias as the sign of the bias is not consistently
negative in all periods. (For the median the bias is negative in 16 out of 22 periods.)
23

Alternatively, the models may also be estimated using penalized least squares to obtain an estimate
for the mean. For this data sets, mean and median results are almost identical.
24
For the second approach, the hedonic models are simply estimated for other quantile levels than the
median.
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To obtain quantile-specific rental yields, the MDM approach compares a quantile of
the quality-adjusted rental price distribution to the corresponding quantile of the qualityadjusted sales price distribution. Alternatively, one may calculate quantiles from the distribution of rental yields obtained from individual dwellings directly. Individual rental yields
may be obtained from exact or hybrid matches. However, the interpretation is fundamentally different: A high quantile level does neither refer to a high rent nor to a high sales
price as it is the case for the MDM approach. It rather reports the amount of variation in
rental yields within a market. Due to this different interpretations, I only compare median
rental yields.
Figure 3 shows the results: The levels of MDM rental yields are consistently lower than
those from aggregated individual ratios. The temporal patters are, however, very similar.
When comparing rental yields aggregated from exact and hybrid matches, respectively, it
turns out that exact rental yields are consistently larger supporting again a systematically
positive sample selection bias.
Figure 3: Aggregating individual rental yields.

Note: The figure compares MDM results with results obtained from aggregating individual rental yields
based on hybrid and exact matches, respectively.

4.7

Robustness check

The MDM approach compares quantile ϑ of the rental distribution with quantile ϑ of the
sales price distribution. However, one would hope that results change only little when
evaluating either distribution not exactly for the quantile ϑ but in a neighbourhood of ϑ,
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i.e.,
R([ϑ − ε, ϑ + ε])
P (ϑ)

or

R(ϑ)
P ([ϑ − ε, ϑ + ε])

for a small ε > 0.
I analyse the range of ratios for an ε-neighbourhood of 1% for three quantile levels
ϑ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and therefore measure the distances between minimum and maximum
ratio for each period, i.e.,


Rt (ϑ)
Rt ([ϑ − ε, ϑ + ε])
,
distancet (ϑ) = max
ε∈[0,1]
Pt (ϑ)
Pt ([ϑ − ε, ϑ + ε])


Rt ([ϑ − ε, ϑ + ε])
Rt (ϑ)
− min
,
.
ε∈[0,1]
Pt (ϑ)
Pt ([ϑ − ε, ϑ + ε])
In turns out that deviations are very small thus increasing confidence in the MDM
results. Table 2 reports the minimum, maximum and average distance over all periods.
Figure 10 in Appendix C shows results for three time periods.
Table 2: Robustness check.

Average distance
Minimum distance
Maximum distance

Q1
0.21%
0.12%
0.31%

Median
Q3
0.19% 0.24%
0.11% 0.18%
0.28% 0.30%

Note: The table reports deviations of the ϑ MDM rental yield when evaluating either the rent or sales price
distribution not for ϑ exactly but for a small environment [ϑ − 1%, ϑ + 1%]. Distances are calculated for
each period and the table reports the average, minimum and maximum distance for the first (Q1), second
(median) and third (Q3) quartile.

4.8

Marginal distributions

As a by-product of the MDM approach, one obtains random samples from quality-adjusted
rental and sales price distributions. Figure 4 shows estimated densities for three selected
periods.
Distributions change over time not only in the mean or median but also in other aspects
such as variance or skewness. Over the whole period, median prices increased by 42.8%
and median rents by 62.3%. Relative variation within sales prices – measured through
the coefficient of variation – is generally larger than within rents. Both distributions are
consistently right-skewed at a similar degree and are also very similar in terms of kurtosis,
which is a measure of a distribution’s peakedness. Both distributions are consistently
leptocurtic.25
25

Figure 11 in Appendix C shows rental and sales price indices obtained from these marginal distributions
as well as coefficients of variation and the empirical skewness over time.
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Figure 4: Estimated marginal densities.

Note: The figures shows marginal densities resulting from the MDM approach for three selected periods.
Panel (a) shows densities for sales prices and panel (b) for rental prices. Densities are constructed using an adaptive kernel approach with local bandwidths as suggested by Portnoy and Koenker (1989) in
combination with a normal kernel, Silverman’s rule of thumb and a sensitivity parameter equal to 0.5.
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Conclusions

This paper develops a methodology to construct quality-adjusted and quantile-specific
rental yields. The method consists of two steps: The first step is based on propensity
score matching and addresses quality-mismatch across sales and rental observations. The
standard propensity score matching technique is adapted to minimize a potential omitted
variable bias. The second step uses hedonic quantile regression techniques to account for
quality-mismatch within sales and within rental observations. Quantile-specific hedonic
models are estimated which include a geographical spline that precisely models locational
effects. Predictions from these models are utilized to construct marginal sales and rental
price distributions net of house characteristics which are ultimately used to construct rental
yields.
The methodology is applied to house sales and rents in Sydney, Australia, between 2004
and 2014. Rental yields are found to be downwards-sloping when moving from the low end
of the distribution to the top end as predicted from considerations about the ingredients
of the user cost formula. The negative trend is statistically significant in all periods.
Rental yields also show strong temporal variation. After the peak of the housing boom
in 2004 rental yields are increasing until the 2009. Until the first half of 2013, rental yields
are quite stable and strongly decrease thereafter. The strong fall in rental yields coincides
with a major upswing in house prices.
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A major finding suggests that relying on houses sold and rented within a short period of
time – i.e., a repeat-sales type of approach – is likely to introduce a severe sample selection
bias. For the Sydney data, I find a systematic positive bias in the range 6% to 8%. A
sample selection bias is not only found for the median rental yield but throughout the
entire distribution.
Neglecting quality-adjustment introduces errors of on average -2% per period in the
median rental yield. Again similar magnitudes are found for other quantile levels.
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Supplemental Appendix
A

Summary statistics and PSM results

Houses rented tend to have smaller land areas, a lower number of bedrooms and a lower
number of bathrooms than houses sold (see Table 4). The hybrid matching approach works
well to balance house characteristics across sales and rental observations. Rented houses
in the hybrid matches sample have higher land areas and sold houses lower land areas,
thus increasing balance from two directions. The same effect is observed for the number of
bedrooms and the number of bathrooms.
In terms of prices, houses in the hybrid matches sample and houses in the full sample
are almost identical. The median (mean) rental price is 1.2% (0.8%) lower in the hybrid
matches sample than in the full sample and the median (mean) sales price is 3.0% (2.5%)
lower. The average and maximum absolute deviations per semester are comparably small
(see Table 3).
Per construction, characteristics are balanced across rental and sales observations in the
exact matches sample. Average characteristics lie well between average characteristics in
the full rental and full sales sample. The median (mean) rental price is however 4.7% (7.2%)
higher in the exact matches sample than in the full sample and the median (mean) sales
price is 4.6% (4.5%) lower. The average and maximum absolute deviations per semester
are even larger (see Table 3). In S2:2004 the mean absolute deviation between rents in the
full and exact matches sample is almost 30%.
Median prices and rents obtained from the exact matches sample differ strongly from
prices in the full sample, whereas prices and rents in the hybrid matches sample follow
them closely (see also Figure 5) indicating that relying on exact matches only is expected
to induce a sample selection bias. In subsection 4.5 I formally test and find strong evidence
for such a sample selection bias. Above that, only roughly 7% of all observations are exact
matches yielding small sample sizes per semester ranging between 187 and 2,029.
Table 3: Average and maximum absolute deviations from full sample prices.
Hybrid
average maximum
Median rent
Mean rent
Median sales price
Mean sales price

1.44%
1.19%
3.87%
3.38%

4.17%
4.15%
7.69%
9.31%

Exact
average maximum
4.81%
7.37%
6.79%
15.00%

17.14%
29.44%
15.00%
17.66%

Note: The table reports average absolute deviations per semester of mean / median prices in the hybrid
and exact matches sample from mean / median prices in the full sample. For instance, the average and
absolute absolute deviation of mean prices resulting from the hybrid matches sample are given by
T
1 X p̄hybrid
− p̄ft ull
p̄hybrid
− p̄ft ull
t
t
and
max
,
T t=1
t∈{1,...,T }
p̄ft ull
p̄ft ull

where p̄hybrid
(p̄ft ull ) denotes the mean price in period t in the hybrid matches (full) sample.
t
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Figure 5: Observed median sales prices and weekly rents over time.

Note: Panel (a) shows observed median sales prices and panel (b) observed median weekly rental prices per
semester. The figures compare results obtained from the full, hybrid matches and exact matches samples.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 provide more balance checks. As the exact matches sample is
per construction perfectly balanced, results are presented for the full and hybrid matches
sample only. Figure 6 compares the distributions of the covariate land area and as a proxy
for location the distance to the central business district between rented and sold houses
through empirical quantile-quantile plots. If there were perfect balance, it would appear
as a straight 45 degrees line. In the full sample, there are systematic deviations between
land area for rented and sold houses. The matching procedure eliminates deviations in the
interval [0m2 ; 1, 000m2 ] almost completely. As more than 90% of all observations (in each
sample) have smaller land areas than 1, 000m2 , this is a great success in increasing balance.
In terms of location, the full sample is already quite well balanced, however balance is
even improved in the hybrid matches sample. Quantile-quantile plots are not well suited
for analysing the integer variables number of bed- and number of bathrooms. Therefore,
Figure 7 shows bar plots reporting the share of observations with a particular number of
bed- or bathrooms. Matching is again successful in increasing balance.

B

Shadow prices

Figure 8 shows estimated geo-spatial splines from a median model in S2:2014. Prices and
rents are highest in the inner-city and lowest in sub-urban regions. Table 5 reports average
estimated shadow prices for the first, second (median) and third quartile. Estimates are
very similar for models based on the full and the hybrid matches sample but differ greatly
for models based on the exact matches sample.
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Figure 6: Balance checks for logged land area and distance to CBD.

Note: Empirical quantile-quantile plots comparing characteristics in the sales and rental data set. Left
panels depict results using all observations and right panels those using the hybrid matched sample. Additionally, the 45 degrees line indicates the case of perfect balance.

As expected, shadow prices differ strongly for rental and sales observations. Whereas
additional bed- or bathrooms are valued higher for rented houses, land area is more important for sold houses. Shadow prices resulting from the exact matches sample also show
this tendency, but differences are less pronounced. The very distinct shadow prices for
these types of houses suggest, that the exact matches sample describes a sub-market that
fundamentally differs from the overall market. Hence, relying on exact matches only, may
lead to biased conclusions.
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Figure 7: Balance checks for the number of bed- and bathrooms.

Note: The figures show the percentage of observations having a certain number of bed- or bathrooms in
each respective sample. The figures on the left refer to all observations and the figures on the right to the
hybrid matches sample.

Parameters associated with land area are insignificant for the rental observations but
highly significant (except for the exact matches sample) for sales observations. Besides that
all shadow prices are highly significant in the models based on the hybrid matches and full
samples. For exact matches, shadow prices associated with the number of bathrooms are
generally also significant (at least at the 0.05 significance level) whereas those associated
with the number of bedrooms are not.
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Table 4: Summary statistics.
Rental data
Full
Hybrid Exact
1st quartile
Median
Mean
3rd quartile
1st quartile
Median
Mean
3rd quartile

Rental
360
470
569
650

price in AUD
390
450,000 437,000 430,000
500
650,000 630,000 625,000
609
826,300 807,600 785,700
685
950,000 925,000 912,000

Land area in m2
440
459
581
582
674
613
725
704

465
590
638
722

450
577
616
706

459
582
610
704

Number of bedrooms in %
2.35
2.16
0.46
0.31
16.23
15.17 10.30
8.75
51.56
51.93 53.17
45.61
24.52
25.24 28.94
34.43
4.68
4.83
6.27
9.38
0.66
0.67
0.87
1.52

0.36
10.13
50.21
33.54
6.76
1.00

0.29
10.46
52.83
28.67
6.61
1.14

Number of bathrooms in %
60.29
59.71 56.49
44.28
31.32
31.72 33.12
39.53
7.23
7.39
8.87
13.61
1.16
1.18
1.52
2.59

49.51
38.17
10.45
1.87

54.48
34.37
9.41
1.74

Number observations
All
330,102
427,211
Complete
311,674 284,185 22,851
341,202 284,185
in % of all
94.4%
79.9%
in % of full
100%
91.2%
7.3%
100%
83.3%

22,851

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
≥4

405
573
659
716

/ sales
360
460
564
645

Full

Sales data
Hybrid Exact

6.7%

Note: The table reports summary statistics for the full, hybrid matches and exact matches sample separately for rental and sales data. Values for the characteristics of the exact matches sample are slightly
different due to erroneous data entries (this is only the case for the number of bedrooms and bathrooms).
In the last section all refers to all observations, complete to all fully observed or fully reconstructed observations. Complete in % of all gives the share of complete observations per sample and complete in % of
full the share of complete observations in the matched samples in percent of all complete observations. As
the hybrid matching algorithm is applied to the complete data set, there is no value for all observations.

C

Empirical results

This section provides more detailed empirical results. Table 6 reports period-wise MDM
rental yields for the first (Q1), second (median) and third (Q3) quartile as well as average
rental yields over the whole time span. Figure 9 shows the entire set of MDM rental yields
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Figure 8: Median imputed rental and sales prices across the city in S2:2014.

Note: The figure shows imputed median rental (left panel) and sales prices (right panel) in AUD. Prices
are for S2:2014 and a two-bedrooms and one-bathroom house with a land area of 500m2 . Results are
projected on a map provided by Google, TerraMetrics 2016.

as a surface plot spanned by quantiles and time. Table 7 reports more comprehensive
results of the sample selection bias analysis and finally Figure 10 shows selected results
from the robustness check. More details regarding the supplementary results presented
here are found in section 4.
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Table 5: Average estimated shadow prices over time for three quantile levels.
Rental data
Full Hybrid Exact

bed = 2
bed = 3
bed = 4
bed = 5
bed = 6
bath = 2
bath = 3
bath ≥ 4
log(area)

0.419
0.596
0.714
0.799
0.817
0.132
0.299
0.520
-0.012

1st
0.424
0.601
0.719
0.804
0.823
0.129
0.294
0.509
-0.013

bed = 2
bed = 3
bed = 4
bed = 5
bed = 6
bath = 2
bath = 3
bath ≥ 4
log(area)

0.345
0.514
0.642
0.736
0.762
0.136
0.328
0.612
0.001

0.354
0.524
0.651
0.746
0.777
0.135
0.326
0.616
0.000

quartile
0.365
0.512
0.630
0.715
0.751
0.137
0.304
0.680
-0.010

Sales data
Full Hybrid Exact
– ϑ = 0.25
0.161 0.165
0.263 0.267
0.344 0.350
0.387 0.394
0.375 0.375
0.091 0.092
0.213 0.215
0.395 0.417
0.166 0.161

Median – ϑ = 0.5
0.333
0.134
0.485
0.230
0.604
0.317
0.706
0.369
0.709
0.359
0.144
0.098
0.353
0.238
0.817
0.472
0.016
0.213

0.183
0.270
0.352
0.381
0.406
0.106
0.260
0.490
0.149

0.130
0.227
0.315
0.370
0.356
0.099
0.243
0.486
0.209

0.187
0.281
0.370
0.421
0.459
0.109
0.294
0.631
0.182

3rd quartile – ϑ = 0.75
bed = 2
0.308
0.308
0.250
0.075 0.070
bed = 3
0.478
0.478
0.409
0.169 0.166
bed = 4
0.617
0.618
0.541
0.266 0.264
bed = 5
0.725
0.727
0.644
0.326 0.326
bed = 6
0.750
0.752
0.666
0.327 0.318
bath = 2
0.148
0.146
0.175
0.112 0.114
bath = 3
0.383
0.384
0.453
0.275 0.281
bath ≥ 4
0.728
0.723
0.881
0.561 0.585
log(area)
0.011
0.011
0.038
0.248 0.245
Models include a geo-spatial spline f (long, lat).

0.139
0.237
0.335
0.400
0.441
0.135
0.344
0.670
0.221

Note: The table reports shadow prices associated with house characteristics averaged over all time periods
for the first, second (median) and third quartile.
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Table 6: Quantile-specific rental yields over time.
Time

Q1

Median

Q3

S1:2004
S2:2004
S1:2005
S2:2005
S1:2006
S2:2006
S1:2007
S2:2007
S1:2008
S2:2008
S1:2009
S2:2009
S1:2010
S2:2010
S1:2011
S2:2011
S1:2012
S2:2012
S1:2013
S2:2013
S1:2014
S2:2014
Mean

3.175
3.089
3.216
3.486
3.642
3.768
3.990
4.023
4.445
4.799
4.684
4.761
4.678
4.472
4.693
5.164
4.470
4.697
4.493
4.285
4.005
3.743
4.172

2.991
2.983
3.132
3.367
3.402
3.623
3.732
3.582
4.133
4.304
4.323
4.093
3.998
3.730
4.171
4.354
3.922
3.978
3.925
3.769
3.495
3.399
3.746

2.807
2.890
3.115
3.185
3.254
3.530
3.607
3.506
3.775
3.880
3.984
3.460
3.411
3.516
3.826
3.822
3.840
3.712
3.650
3.462
3.165
3.161
3.480

Note: The table reports rental yields over time in % for the first (Q1), second (median) and third (Q3)
quartile. Quality-adjustment is performed using the marginal densities approach. The bottom row reports
mean ratios over all time periods.
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Figure 9: Rental yield surface spanned by time and quantiles.

Note: The figure shows the full set of MDM rental yields results as a surface spanned by time and quantiles.

Table 7: Estimated sample selection bias.
MDM methodology
Q1
Median
Q3
Average bias
Maximum bias
No. of negative biases
No. of insignificant δ̂ts
No. of insignificant δ̂tr
No. of positive δ̂ts
No. of negative δ̂tr

8.96%
16.78%
2

8.11%
20.70%
2

7.75%
18.05%
0

Dummy approach
Q1
Median
Q3
5.48%
7.95%

5.61%
7.14%

5.75%
8.37%

15
0
3
0

11
1
1
0

12
0
0
0

Note: The table summarises estimated sample selection biases for the median as well as the first and third
quartile. MDM methodology and dummy approach refer to the two types of methods used to estimate a
sample selection bias as described in subsection 4.5. No. of negative biases gives the number of periods
where negative biases were estimated. No. of insignificant δ̂ts,r reports the number of insignificant dummy
variables indicating exact matches and No. of negative δ̂ts (positive δ̂tr ) the number of periods where δ̂ts
(δ̂tr ) was positive (negative). In total, there are 22 periods.
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Figure 10: Robustness check.

Note: The figure shows selected results from the robustness check. Each panel shows MDM rental yields as
a function of the quantile level for a different time period as indicated in the panel caption. The horizontal
parts of the gray shaded areas show the variation of rental yields obtained when increases / decreasing
the quantile level at which either the quality-adjusted rental or sales price distribution is evaluated. The
quantile levels vary within [ϑ − 1%, ϑ + 1%] as indicated by the vertical parts of the gray shaded areas.
Results are depicted for ϑ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}.
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Figure 11: Changes in the distribution of quality-adjusted sales prices and rents.

Note: The figure depicts changes in the distribution of quality-adjusted sales prices and rents obtained
from the MDM approach. Panel (a) shows mean and median house price indices, panel (b) rent indices,
panel (c) coefficients of variation and panel (d) skewness. Indices are normalized to S1:2004.
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